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Here begins the FALO Chronicle
penned by Falana WyvernStryke
2000, January -- Yule gather at the Corellon Moon
Kyara brings (cresheckies), or as Indigo prefers to call them, "peep-peep-smack".

2000, February -- gather at Sparrow's Nest
Illyrian corporal Laviant DeGuerre arrives to request that Galatyne and the clan aid in negotiations
between elves, humans and faeries, who are either killing or kidnapping each other. Shadesong agrees to host
the negotiations at the Corellon Moon the following month. Loquitor, Clianna, and Jorem are sent to escort
the emissaries to Borandur.
Falana receives her Moonstone.

2000, March -- gather at the Corellon Moon
The emissaries from the quarreling factions arrive for negotiations. Loquitor, Rahne, Clianna, Brother
Bart, Galatyne, and Kittarina all put great effort into getting the parties to come to an agreement. Starshadow
and Granarinth were no help in this matter, and actually nearly undermined the entirety of the negotiations
with their inflammatory comments.
Starshadow has made a redcap a baron in southern Crystalmist, against the protests of Areanna and
Loquitor.
Indigo, Brother Bart, and Rodin Rae D'Cordelia receive their Moonstones.

2000, April -- gather at Mystic's Crest
Galatyne Knightwyng takes over as editor of the Daoine Sidhe.
The elf Sadosed, MacDougail's namesake, arrives from Endhome with the hobbit Featherfoot
Stinkybush. Featherfoot's rapid speech leaves most listeners amazed and confused. Skye lost her voice as a
result of a game with other fairies; to regain it, the clan helps solve several riddles.
A guardian of the astral pathways arrives and informs Satyir that he needs to fulfill his responsibilities as
a guardian of the ways, a job he inherited from his father (who was an elf and not a dragon as he'd been led to
believe).
Falana requests, and is granted, a leave of absence from Tir Thalor in order to help refugees from her
homeland resettle on this continent. hOOt Dreamsinger arrives injured after being attacked by Lyfeian

supporters in Aluene for singing fae-friendly songs. The Illyrian corporal Laviant DeGuerre apprehended the
first band, but the second band attacked before he returned.
Kittarina uses the Orb of Omniscience to find out why no one can heal Ghostdancer's blindness, even
though apparently nothing is wrong with his eyes. Galatyne attempts to disrupt the ritual, but is thwarted by
Granarinth. It is discovered that a demon has been seeing through Ghost's eyes to obtain information.
ChilDra leaves the clan.

2000, June -- Springfest in the Wayward Wood
Teel wins the weapons tourney for the second consecutive year, again facing Falana in the final round.
Loquitor Braethen wins the archery tourney. Sparrowreed Moonbeam wins the light archer tourney. The
Winners -- Kittarina, Stalzer, Medrona, Shadesong, Firesmith, and Valerie -- win the Wayward Games. hOOt
Dreamsinger sings The Ballad of Demonsgate for the first time.

2000, September -- gather at the Corellon Moon
The Battle of Borandur. Food is scarce due to the approaching army; clan and guests bring food to
supplement.
The mute elf Ashleen appears at the heavily warded manor, and is viewed with suspicion, particularly by
Kittarina.
Ghostdancer regains his sight. Despite Ghost's objections, many of the clan prepare to join the battle.
Galatyne Knightwyng and Clianna receive their Moonstones.

2000, October -- gather at the Mystic's Crest
Tales are exchanged about the battle, and Galatyne's account appears in the Daoine Sidhe. hOOt
Dreamsinger arrives still sporting burns from being engulfed in demonfire -- "flames 30 feet high". {Skye
prepares a healing bath for him, then leaves the semi-conscious bard immersed in the tub, where he would
have drowned had Sadosed not intervened..}
Skye's Reflection on the Water receives her Moonstone.

2000, November -- gather at the Mystic's Crest
hOOt Dreamsinger is called before the Great Bardic Hall regarding the Ballad of Demonsgate. His rank
as bard is called into question when he admits he does not know where the Great Bardic Hall is located.
Falana is recalled to service in Tir Thalor, and is promoted to fourth tier and named captain of the
refugee Elven Homeguard who join Tir Thalor. The elven company is renamed the Larentide Guard, in
honour of the mountains of their homeland.
Rahne Whitebriar receives her Moonstone.
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